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Abstract
Search for possible relationships between phylogeny and ontogeny is one of
the most important issues in the field of evolutionary developmental biology.
By representing developmental dynamics of spatially located cells with gene
expression dynamics with cell-to-cell interaction under external morphogen
gradient, evolved are gene regulation networks under mutation and selection
with the fitness to approach a prescribed spatial pattern of expressed genes.
For most of thousands of numerical evolution experiments, evolution of pat-
tern over generations and development of pattern by an evolved network
exhibit remarkable congruence. Here, both the pattern dynamics consist of
several epochs to form successive stripe formations between quasi-stationary
regimes. In evolution, the regimes are generations needed to hit relevant mu-
tations, while in development, they are due to the emergence of slowly varying
expression that controls the pattern change. Successive pattern changes are
thus generated, which are regulated by successive combinations of feedback or
feedforward regulations under the upstream feedforward network that reads
the morphogen gradient. By using a pattern generated by the upstream
feedforward network as a boundary condition, downstream networks form
later stripe patterns. These epochal changes in development and evolution
2are represented as same bifurcations in dynamical-systems theory, and this
agreement of bifurcations lead to the evolution-development congruences.
Violation of the evolution-development congruence, observed exceptionally,
is shown to be originated in alteration of the boundary due to mutation at
the upstream feedforward network. Our results provide a new look on de-
velopmental stages, punctuated equilibrium, developmental bottlenecks, and
evolutionary acquisition of novelty in morphogenesis.
Introduction
The possible relationships between the development of multicellular organ-
isms and their evolution have been the subject of intense research over a cen-
tury. About 200 years ago, von Baer proposed laws of development, based on
observations of development across species, which mainly claimed that the
early embryo is mostly conserved across species, while embryonic changes
through ontogeny move from a general form common to many species, to
species-specific forms (von Baer, 1828). Charles Darwin and other biologists
of his time interpreted these laws as proof of evolution from a common ances-
tor (Darwin, 1859; Mu¨ller, 1869; Hall, 2000). Thus, changes in embryos from
a common to a specialized form are regarded as a reflection of evolutional
history. Development has been studied in an evolutionary context, and so
many biologists have searched for possible relationships between evolution
and development. While Ernst Haeckel’s claim that ’Ontology recapitulates
phylogeny’ have been proved incorrect, the search for potential relationships
between development and evolution has continued to be of interest to many
biologists(Gould, ’77; Hall, ’99; Richardson and Keuck, 2002).
Previously, this type of research was hindered by a lack of quantita-
tive arguments. To transcend the century-long controversies associated with
this research, efforts are being made to quantitatively analyze the evolution-
development (’evo-devo’) relationship by using gene expression and genome
sequence data. In particular, an hourglass hypothesis has been proposed
related to the existence of a developmental bottleneck, where differences
in gene expressions among several species from the same progenitor de-
creases at the same developmental stage. This hypothesis suggests that
there is a species-wide common stage in development where embryos of dif-
ferent species are similar both in morphology and gene expression patterns
(Hazkani-Covo et al., 2005; Domazet-Losˇo and Tautz, 2010; Kalinka et al.,
32010; Irie and Kuratani, 2011; Quint et al., 2012; Levin et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2013). In spite of these advances, however, a general relationship between
evolution and development, as well as its origin, if it exists, remains to be un-
veiled owing to the limitations in available data on developmental processes
along the evolutionary course.
Species-wide comparison is made using phylogenic trees with branchings
to different species, as schematically shown in Figure 1. In contrast, one can
make a comparison over species along a single phylogenetic chain from an-
cestor to offspring. Ontogenies are compared across ancestors along a single
evolutionary chain, as shown in Figure 1. This comparison is hardly possible
in practice, as fossil data usually do not include information on developmen-
tal processes. However, such comparison, if available, gives more straightfor-
ward information on relationship between development and evolution, and
will provide a basis for species-wide comparison. With such single-chain com-
parisons, one can gain insight of possible mechanisms that may give evo-devo
relationship.
In contrast to experimental difficulty, however, such single-chain compari-
son is available by taking advantage of in-silico evolution. Indeed, several nu-
merical evolution of developmental process has been recently carried out, by
using dynamical-systems models. These models consider the spatial arrange-
ments and behaviors of cells that are subject to morphogenic gradients and
cell-to-cell interactions, and protein expression levels within the cells changes
over time by intra-cellular gene expression dynamics. The developmental pro-
cesses of cellular states are represented by these gene expression dynamics
with cell-to-cell interactions to form a spatial pattern of expressions, while
the gene regulation networks associated with these dynamics evolve through
modifications by genome changes. By establishing a fitness condition to
select a specific pattern, the evolution of the network to generate such a pat-
tern can be studied quantitatively. Indeed, with this setup, recent studies
of in silico evolution have suggested basic mechanisms for stripe formation
through development. By establishing conditions to form some number of
stripes, two basic modes of gene expression dynamics are revealed, which are
generated as a result of feedforward and feedback gene-regulation networks
(Salazar-Ciudad et al., 2001a,b; Franc¸ois et al., 2007; Fujimoto et al., 2008;
ten Tusscher and Hogeweg, 2011). Indeed, these unveiled mechanisms cor-
respond to the two developmental modes in arthropods, i.e., long-term and
short-term development, while the detected basic structures in gene regula-
tion networks show some correspondence with those observed in several or-
4ganisms. So far, however, the relationship between developmental processes
and an evolutionary changes has not been explored.
Following former theoretical studies for stripe formation, we focus here on
uncovering evo-devo relationship by introducing a fitness condition so that
the gene expression of a given output gene in space approaches a prescribed
spatial pattern (which is not necessarily periodic in space). Comparing the
developmental processes to shape a given gene expression pattern through an
evolutionary course under mutation, we found parallelism between evolution
and development along the single-chain phylogeny. We name this parallelism
as evo-devo congruence, which is observed for the majority of simulation
instances. This congruence is based on the correspondence of epochs. In
fact, both development and evolution consist of a few epochs that rapidly
change to form new stripes, and the slow quasi-stationary regimes between
two epochs. Here, drastic change in patterns at each epoch is understood
in terms of bifurcation in dynamical systems theory. Both development and
evolution adopt the same type of bifurcation to generate epochs that are
parallel between evolution and development. Gene regulation networks used
to achieve such developmental dynamics are found to consist of a combi-
nation of an upstream feedforward network with downstream feedforward
or feedback networks. The upstream feedforward network can provide the
boundary conditions of same expression levels, through which the temporal
oscillation by the downstream feedback network is embedded into a spatial
stripe pattern. In rare examples, however, evo-devo correspondence is found
to be violated, where change in the upstream feedforward network alters the
downstream stripe formation. After first examining extensive numerical re-
sults to support the above conclusion, its relevance to biological development
and evolution will be discussed.
Results
We numerically evolved gene regulatory networks governing development
in order to study evo-devo relationship. Here each organism consisted of
M(= 96) cells aligned in one-dimensional space, where maternal factors were
supplied from each end of the space. Each cell had N(= 16) genes (proteins)
whose expression dynamics were governed by expression levels of other genes
through a given gene regulatory network (GRN), while interaction between
neighboring cells was mediated via diffusion of expressed proteins. These
5conditions defined the developmental dynamics of the study. We prepared
100 individuals with slightly modified GRNs. After each gene expression
level reached a stationary value through development, we computed fitness
from the expression of a prescribed output gene.
Fitness was defined as the difference between this output expression pat-
tern in space and a prescribed target pattern, with the highest fitness values
defined by the best match. We used a genetic algorithm to select the indi-
viduals with higher fitness by introducing mutations in the GRN (See Figure
2 for schematic representation and Methods for details).
Most evolved networks, after few thousand generations, were capable of
generating predefined target patterns. An example of the developmental time
course to shape such a pattern is given in Figure 3A, where the spacetime
diagram of the expression level of the output gene is displayed with the
horizontal axis as the developmental time and the vertical axis as the cellular
index (i.e., spatial axis). As shown, the target pattern (Figure 3C) is shaped
after several developmental stages for stripe formations.(Unless otherwise
mentioned, development after evolution is plotted for the fittest individual
at 2000th generation.) Next, we examined how the output gene pattern had
evolved, by tracing the final output pattern of the ancestors successively.
The output pattern after development of the ancestor at each generation
is plotted in Figure 3B, where the color code and spatial axis are identical
to those in Figure 3A, while the horizontal axis represents the generation
(evolution time) in Figure 3B. The similarity between the developmental
(Figure 3A) and evolutionary (Figure 3B) spacetime diagrams are clearly
discernible in the Figure 1.
For reference, we have also plotted the developmental course at interme-
diate (1,300,750,2000) generations in Figure 3D. With successive generations,
novel stripes are acquired, moving the system towards the target pattern.
Development with epochs that correspond to those de-
rived through evolution
Correspondence between developmental and evolutionary spacetime diagrams
was commonly observed in our simulations (Figure 3). Additional examples
are provided in Figure 4 and in Supplemental Figure S1.
It is remarkable that the pattern formation progressed in a stepwise man-
ner, with respect to both evolution and development. Each stripe emerges
6not gradually, but discretely at some step in development and in evolution.
More interestingly, the correspondence between evolutionary and develop-
mental diagrams is supported by the correspondence of epochs in the two di-
agrams. This correspondence is valid for a large portion of our simulations.
Furthermore, we generally observed good agreement between development
and evolution modes, based on the topology of stripe formation: i.e. how
later stripes branched from earlier stripes (see Figs.3, 4 and Supplemental
Figure S1).
To quantitatively evaluate the correspondence between evolutionary and
developmental spacetime diagrams, we measured the overlap between the
diagrams of the output expression levels. The procedure to compute the
overlap is shown in Figure 5A. For both diagrams, we took only the temporal
regime in which the pattern formation progressed, i.e., we discarded both
the early stages where the output gene was not expressed in all cells (i.e.,
xi(t, l) ∼ 0 for all i), and the final stage after emergence of the stationary
pattern, when no additional changes were observed. The distances between
the output expression levels for both the diagrams were then averaged over all
spacetime pixels, ∆, thus allowing us to compute the differences between the
two diagrams. The distribution of ∆ from approximately 500 evolution trials
for different target patterns is shown in Figure 5B, with a peak distribution
located at approximately 8%.
Note that if the difference between the two diagrams is one stripe over all
of the spacetime pixels, ∆ here is evaluated to be 8.2% (Figure 5B). Hence,
the peak value in the distribution is mostly just one stripe difference over
all spacetime. Thus for most examples, the spacetime diagrams between
developmental and evolutionary processes show remarkable similarity. These
results suggest that the correspondence between evolution and development
is not an accident, but is a general outcome for most evolution samples. We
therefore began an investigation to determine why this evo-devo congruence
holds so frequently.
Mechanisms of evo-devo congruence
i) emergence of slowly changing gene expressions
During each epoch, patterns change within a short span for both evolu-
tion and development, whereas the pattern remains quasi-stationary between
epochs(Figs.3 and 4). Evo-devo congruence is a direct consequence of the
7congruence of these epochs between evolution and development. Thus, in or-
der to clarify the mechanisms of evo-devo congruence, firstly we must study
how such epochal pattern formation is possible for both evolution and devel-
opment.
The epoch formation in evolutionary courses is rather trivial. In evolu-
tion, the developed pattern does not change until relevant mutations that
increase the fitness appear. Until this relevant mutations occur, only neutral
mutations are accepted, wherein the patterns are not altered. Hence, the
evolutionary course of the developed pattern consists of a quasi-stationary
regime and requires several epochs to change the stripe pattern. This epochal
pattern change in evolution has been discussed previously using the term
punctuated equilibrium(Eldredge and Gould, 1972).
Correspondingly, we have observed a long quasi-stationary period in de-
velopment between epochs of rapidly changing stripe patterns; however, this
is not self-evident. In this section, we focus on how epochal pattern formation
is possible in development. Indeed, we will show that slow gene expression of
certain genes is essential to generate a developmental epoch and unveil the
origin and function of such slow changes in gene expression.
In Figure 6, we show the change in gene expression at the site marked
in Figure 6A, which presents the space-time diagram of the output gene
expression. Figure 6B shows the expression dynamics in the marked cells
in Figure 6A. Each colored line indicates the expression dynamics of a given
gene. As shown, the expression of the output gene (red line) switched between
on and off at the time denoted by the crossed red lines in Figure 6A. This
switch corresponds to an epoch. As seen in Figure 6B, the gene subset
expression changes over time, before and after an epoch. Even though the
expression change in most genes, including the output gene, was rather fast
to support the epoch, there exists a subset of genes whose expression level
changes slowly over time (blue line).
To understand the role of genes with slowly varying expression, a core
part of the GRN, which is responsible for stripe formation at each epoch,
was extracted (see methods). The core network at each epoch is termed the
”working network”, as shown in Figure 6C.
From the working network, it is evident that slowly changing gene ex-
pression serves as a control variable for the switch in output gene expression
dynamics. The input to the output gene was beyond or below its threshold
level at the times marked by crossed red lines in Figure 6A. This change was
driven by the on/off switch of gene A, seen in Figure 6C, while the switching
8in gene A was mainly driven by the slow change in input, denoted by gene
S in Figure 6C. The slow change in the expression of gene S served as a
parameter cue, providing the timing of the epoch. The morphogen concen-
tration acting on cells was fixed, as indicated by the black horizontal line
in Figure 6B. Morphogens initially activated the output gene that provides
the first epoch. However, they simultaneously activated gene S, whose ex-
pression level increased at a slower rate than that of the output gene. When
it exceeded the threshold for the expression level of gene A, the suppression
of the output gene was dominant, leading to decreased output gene expres-
sion and thereby generating the second epoch. Indeed, the third and fourth
epochs were controlled by a slowly varying input in the same manner (data
not shown).
We examined several other examples, and found that the working network
after evolution always includes a gene with slowly varying expression at the
corresponding epoch. The slow gene expression did not give a direct input for
the output gene, but gave an input to a gene that gives an input to the target
(i.e. gene A and gene B, Figure 6). We then carried out statistical analyses
to confirm that control via slow expression changes is a general outcome of
evolution.
In our model, the input term for each expression has a dynamic range
given by the threshold (θi)and the slope (β) of the input-output relation-
ship(see method). If the input for a gene is out of the dynamic range (i.e.,
−2/β < Input− θ < 2/β), the expression of the gene is either 0 or 1. Thus,
the time span required for the input to pass through the dynamic range pro-
vides an indicator of the time-scale for the control of the input. We computed
the timescale of the input to both the output gene and the other genes. In
Figure 7, the evolutional change of these two time scales are plotted (the
latter time scale is the slowest change among all genes that have a path to
the output gene). As shown, the time scales are nearly equal at the first
generation, indicating the absence of slow expression control. Throughout
evolution, the timescale of the output gene was not altered, which also sup-
ported the notion of epochs with a short time span of change. In contrast,
the time scales of other genes slightly increased, such that the ratio of the
target timescale to that of others decreased, reaching 1/5 of the average.
Thus the relative timescale of input gene expression to the change in target
expression was slower during evolution. Hence the results of Figure 7 support
the emergence of epochs by slow genetic control.
9The origin of slowness in expression
Questions remained regarding the origins of such slow expression dynamics.
Following analysis of all examples, we concluded that the origin of slowness
could be attributed to the following two mechanisms:
(i) The existence of genes with small rate constants γi associated with ex-
pression change. The expression dynamics in our model includes a parameter
1/γi, representing the time constant for change. Hence if some gene i has a
small γi value, expression changes slowly. While this itself may appear rather
trivial, it should be noted that the rate parameters γi’s after evolution are
distributed by gene i, and some genes have smaller γi values. Therefore, the
expression levels of genes with small γi values function as a slow variable.
Indeed, in the example presented in Figure 6, γi for the gene S is 0.063; a
full order of magnitude smaller than the others. Through evolution, genes
with distinctively small γi values appear, even though we initially established
nearly uniform γi values for all genes.
(ii) Expression levels near the threshold. The expression dynamics here have
a threshold θi. If the input to the gene is larger (or smaller) than θi, it is
expressed (or suppressed), respectively. When the input term from other
genes to the gene i is close to θi, then, the expression level can be balanced
at an intermediate value between 0 and 1. Indeed, if the deviation of input
from θi is smaller than 1/β, the inverse of sensitivity, then the expression
level of xi(l, t) is no longer attracted to 0 or 1. In this case, this stationary
state is less stable than those closer to 0 or 1 (see Supporting text S1 for the
mathematical explanation using the Jacobian matrix). Hence, the time-scale
around this fixed point is longer in duration.
This slow relaxation to the stationary state as a single-cell dynamics is
extended through the entire space, mediated by the diffusion interactions
with other cells. With diffusion, the slow expression change of a certain cell
can propagate spatially to other sites, to change their expression levels slowly.
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ii) mechanisms for pattern formation and their depen-
dency
Now, we show how stripes(valleys) are formed in developmental process here,
based on gene regulation dynamics, cell-to-cell diffusion, and morphogen gra-
dient. Through extensive analysis of 500 samples of the evolved pattern-
formation, we confirmed that the stripe formation process is reduced to
only two basic mechanisms in gene expression dynamics with corresponding
GRN structures. In fact, these two mechanisms have previously been iden-
tified and studied extensively, which are known as feedforward and feedback
regulations(Salazar-Ciudad et al., 2001a,b; Alon, 2006; Franc¸ois et al., 2007;
Fujimoto et al., 2008; Cotterell and Sharpe, 2010; ten Tusscher and Hogeweg,
2011).
Feedforward
The classic mechanism for stripe formation, which was analyzed in the seg-
mentation process in Drosophila, is feedforward regulation. This mechanism
has been analyzed both theoretically and experimentally(von Dassow et al.,
2000; Jaeger et al., 2004; Ishihara et al., 2005). In this case, a gene ’reads’
the morphogen gradient for spatial information, to establish an ’on/off’ re-
sponse under a given threshold level, so that the gene is expressed on the one
side of space, and non-expressed on the other side. Another ’downstream’
gene receives positive (or negative) input from this gene, and negative (or
positive) input from the morphogen, then responds to create another seg-
mentation in space, if the threshold parameters satisfy a suitable condition.
By combining this feedforward regulation, more stripes are formed for the
downstream gene. The corresponding GRN does not require feedback regula-
tion, or cell-to-cell interaction by diffusion; only unidirectional, feedforward
regulation from morphogen input to downstream genes is required. This
feedforward regulation frequently exists in our evolved GRN, and is used to
generate at least some stripes.
Feedback oscillation within a boundary
The other mechanism for stripe formation, commonly observed in the present
simulations, takes advantage of feedback regulation to produce a temporal
oscillation in the expression level. This temporal oscillation at a single-cell
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level is then fixed into a spatial periodic pattern by the diffusion among
cells. A typical core network structure and expression dynamics are shown
in Figure 8A. Here, gene A activates the expression of both itself and gene B,
while gene B suppresses the expression of gene A. Since this network is just
a typical negative feedback loop, it produces a temporally oscillating expres-
sion when the parameter values for the expression dynamics are appropriate.
Now, with the diffusion of B under an appropriate boundary condition, this
temporal oscillation is fixed into a spatially periodic pattern (see Figure 8B).
Consider a case where the input from the morphogen M suppresses the
activation of A at the boundary. Again, without input from M at the bound-
ary, there appears temporal oscillation in the expression of A and B. At this
boundary, the expression of gene B is also suppressed. Then the protein
B at the adjacent upper site diffuses to this boundary. Subsequently, the
expression of B at the site is decreased, so that the suppression of A is re-
laxed(Figure 8B, bottom). Then the protein of gene A is fixed to a higher
level, instead of oscillating. This also leads to an increase in the expression
of B. At the next upper sites, oscillation still remains. When the expression
of A is low, the diffusion of protein B from the lower site suppresses the
activation of A, so that the increase of the expression of A no longer occurs.
Thus, the expression level of A is fixed at a lower level. With this process,
temporal oscillation of one period is mapped into one spatial stripe. The
same fixation process is repeated with the subsequent oscillation at further
upper sites, since at the nearest lower site, the expression of gene A is fixed to
a lower level. Thus, the temporal oscillation is recursively fixed to a spatially
periodic pattern. With this mechanism, the stripe pattern in space is formed
and fixed (For detailed theoretical analysis, see Supporting Figures S2, S3).
This mechanism is analogous to the classic Turing pattern in which case
the suppression of B to itself is necessary to exclude a spatially homoge-
neous, temporally oscillating state. Here, the diffusion of the inhibitor gene
B works in the same way as the Turing pattern(Turing, ’52), but the mech-
anism here adopts temporally oscillatory dynamics, and is understood as
Turing-Hopf bifurcation(De Wit et al., 1996). In an interacting 2-cell sys-
tem, this differentiation from the oscillatory state is understood as, a saddle
node bifurcation on invariant cycle (SNIC). SNIC in a globally coupled dy-
namical system has been studied as a mechanism for cell differentiation from
a stem cell(Goto and Kaneko, 2013).
We note two points. The mechanism here uses the suppression at a bound-
ary to fix a pattern, instead of the inhibition of B to itself, and thus the
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boundary condition is important. Next, the mechanism also resembles a
classic wavefront mechanism, but is different. In the wavefront mechanism,
the temporal oscillation is fixed into a spatial periodic pattern through in-
put from the morphogen gradient and the growth of the system size. In
the mechanism, however, diffusion (or cell-to-cell interaction) is not essen-
tial, and external manipulation by the morphogen gradient for all cells leads
to fixation forming a stripe from the oscillation. In our case, such exter-
nal manipulation exists only at the boundary, and further stripe formation
progresses spontaneously by the diffusive cell-to-cell interaction.
Stripe formation order by the combination of the two mechanisms
All of the potential evolved stripe formation processes in our model could be
generated by a combination out of four possible ways of combining these two
developmental mechanisms, sequentially. However, for the feedback mecha-
nism to work, the boundary depending on the morphogen has to be estab-
lished in advance, to fix the temporal oscillations to spatial stripes. Thus, the
feedforward mechanism to read the external morphogen is needed to produce
the boundary. Otherwise, no stripe will be formed, so that such networks
will not remain in the evolutionary simulation. Hence, we consider only two
combinations: feedforward-feedforward and feedforward-feedback. Indeed,
these two cases are the bases for all of the possible developmental processes
evolved in our simulation.
Sequential Feedforward mechanisms
Stripe formations involving the combination of feedforward mechanisms have
been extensively studied. In some examples, the developmental processes
evolved here are achieved by sequentially combining feedforward processes,
where cell-to cell interaction is not needed. Consider a new feedforward
mechanism, added at some point downstream from an upstream feedforward
circuit. As long as the upstream mechanism is not affected by the down-
stream mechanism (which is true if there is no feedback from the latter to
the former), the stripe formation progresses first by the upstream mecha-
nism, and then, at a later epoch, the stripe is generated by the downstream
mechanism. This ordering in the developmental process agrees with the order
of evolution, since the downstream mechanism is acquired later in the evo-
lutionary course. Hence, in this simple sequential feedforward mechanism,
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the evo-devo correspondence is a natural outcome. Since the evolved GRN
typically has slower gene expression dynamics that control the downstream
expression as already shown, the stripe formation will occur sequentially in
developmental time, with some delay, in agreement with evolutionary time
course.
The evolved network illustrated in Figure 9A consists of a combination
of sequential feedforward networks and a downstream feedback network.
Through evolution, first the feedforward network via gene 10 and gene 3
(see Figure 9D) is acquired at around the 10th generation. Then, a domain
in the middle space is shaped in development as shown in Figs. 9B and
9E. Later, at the 88th generation, another feedforward network via gene 12
is attached downstream through evolution (Figure 9F). With this attached
network, a domain is shaped in the interior of the earlier domain as seen
in Figs.9F and 9G, right after the earlier domain formation is shaped. The
shaping of domains is successfully completed at an early stage of develop-
ment. This leads to the evo-devo congruence. Later, this modified domain
in the middle works as a boundary condition for the subsequent feedback
network to be discussed.
Feedback-oscillation mechanism attached downstream of the feed-
forward network
The Upstream feedforward network is indeed necessary for the feedback
mechanism to work as already explained. In development, the stripe for-
mation by the feedback mechanism cannot work without a boundary, and
only after the appropriate boundary condition is generated by the feedfor-
ward mechanism. On the other hand, the feedforward circuit is first acquired
in the earlier stage of evolution to increase fitness, and later the feedback-
oscillation is obtained to create further stripes using the former feedforward
stripe as a boundary. Hence, we again observed good agreement in the time
courses of stripe formation development and evolution, as long as the latter
feedback mechanism does not influence the former feedforward mechanism.
Slower expression change of controlling genes as already discussed works for
the separation of two epochs.
An example of evo-devo congruence caused by feedback-oscillation down-
stream of the feedforward mechanism is displayed in Figure 9A. Correspond-
ing space-time diagrams of evolution and development are presented in Figs.9B
and 9C. Evo-devo congruence is detected, in particular between the third
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and fourth upper stripes. These two stripes are generated by the oscillation-
fixation mechanism generated by the feedback loop (Figure 9A), attached
downstream of gene 3, which is a component of the feedforward network
from a maternal morphogen. This feedback module is inhibited by two mor-
phogens and gene 5, so that this oscillation does not start without an input
for activation. The only activation input for this feedback module is gene 3,
which is expressed only in a domain restricted by the upstream feedforward
network. Thus, the oscillation starts after the expression level of the gene
3 is sufficiently high (Figure 9I), and thus is bounded within the domain,
maintaining the expression of gene 3 (Figure 9H). Following the mechanism
discussed in the next section, a stripe is generated in this domain. This feed-
back oscillation is regulated by the upstream feedforward network but does
not disturb upstream feedforward expression.
iii) Parallelism between the working GRNs of evolution
and development
The results in the last section suggest that the ordering of working networks
over epochs is in agreement with development and evolution, and that both
progress from feedforward-based networks to networks including feedback
loops in addition to feedforward networks. We examined the validity of this
ordering statistically by using all the data in our simulated evolutions.
We first examined whether a working network includes a feedback loop,
and computed the fraction of purely feedforward networks that do not include
a feedback loop at each epoch. As shown in Figure 10A, this feedforward
ratio is close to 1 at the first epoch (∼ 0.85), and it decreases in later evolu-
tionary epochs. Nevertheless, as the working network size for the i-th epoch
ki increases, the probability of a network without feedback loops is expected
to decrease. This probabilistic decrease is estimated as fki/k1 , which is also
shown in Figure 10A. The observed rate decrease without feedback loops
is much higher than this estimate. Hence, the fraction of feedforward net-
works is significantly higher during the first epoch, while the fraction with
feedback loops increases faster than was estimated by using the increase
in network size. In comparison, we also plotted the fraction of pure feed-
forward networks from random networks of corresponding size (Network size
were computed after randomly generated networks were processed such that
genes that was not included in a path from the morphogen to the target gene
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were removed). The fraction in the evolved network was much larger. Thus,
the feed-forward network was preferentially selected.
We also checked whether the ancestral network is conserved by comput-
ing the fraction of networks preserved in later epochs (see methods). This
overlap ratio is shown in Figure 11A as a function of evolutionary epochs.
Values were higher than 0.75 over the epochs, such that over 75% of the an-
cestral working networks were preserved during evolution. In summary, the
results shown in Figure 10A and 11A indicate that working networks mostly
consisted of feedforward networks, and were well conserved throughout evo-
lution. Additionally, later in evolution, feedback loops were added.
The fraction of pure feed-forward networks in the working network is
plotted against the developmental epochs in Figure 10B. The network size
was large at the first epoch, such that the ratio at the first epoch was small.
Still, the decay of the fraction is much larger than expected by the probability
calculations due to the increase in network size.
Finally, we checked the overlap ratio of the working networks between
evolution and development. As shown in Figure 11B, the overlap remains
high throughout the epochs, indicating that the working networks in evolu-
tion and development correspond with each other. Thus, the same pattern
formation dynamics are adopted in the same order between evolution and
development.
iv) A slowly varying expression level works as a bifur-
cation parameter to produce a developmental epoch
So far we have uncovered the existence of slow expression change working as
a control for the output gene expression and the combination of feedforward
and feedback networks. These are important for evo-devo correspondence in
pattern formation and gene-expression ordering, but we need to understand
how these two features lead to fast switch-like change in target patterns at
epochs, and how these are correlated in development and evolution. Here we
describe this congruence of fast switching dynamics in evolution and devel-
opment, in terms of bifurcation in dynamical-systems theory.
Consider the example of the network presented in Figure 6, with a slowly
changing expression of Gene S. When the expression level of gene S (slow
variable) increases slowly and reaches a certain level, the expression level
of gene A increases from ∼ 0 to ∼ 1. Input changes to gene B may then
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lead to bifurcation. Here the morphogen (gene M) activates gene S and gene
B, while gene S activates gene A, and gene A subsequently inhibits gene B.
If the expression level of gene S is smaller than the total activation input
to gene B, the dynamics of expressions of gene A and B are given by the
flow presented in Figure 12 (upper left). The nullcline of gene B forms z-
like structure in this phase space, which crosses the perpendicular nullcline of
gene A, at coordinates near (0,1). As the expression level of gene S increases,
the nullcline for the expression of gene A moves horizontally, so that the fixed
point at (xA, xB) ∼ (1, 0) disappears and is replaced by the fixed point at
(xA, xB) ∼ (0, 1), as seen in Figure 12 (bottom left). Thus, the bifurcation
between fixed point attractors occurs with a change in the expression level
of gene S as the bifurcation parameter.
Bifurcation behind Evo-Devo correspondence
During this study, we observed that the developmental process consisted of a
quasi-stationary regime and epochs to form new stripes, due to bifurcations
resulting from slowly changing expressions as parameters. This is relevant to
achieving evo-devo congruence, since the evolutionary process also consists
of a quasi-stationary regime prior to the emergence of a relevant mutation
capable of increasing fitness within a relatively short time span. Indeed,
such mutations change the gene expression dynamics drastically to form a
new stripe, which again is regarded as a bifurcation. At a certain generation
in the evolution, a mutation occurs to add an inhibition path from gene S to
gene A (Figure 12). This mutation occurs in a discrete manner: Whether a
path exists or not, it is not represented as a continuous change in a parameter
value. However, we can introduce a continuous strength parameter that
changes from 0 to ±1, which can be regarded as a bifurcation parameter.
Then with this continuous change, an on/off discrete change appears at a
certain value of path strength that depends on the threshold of gene A.
Dynamics of the expression of gene A and B are represented in the two-
dimensional state space in Figure 12(right column). At a lower strength
in the path, the nullcline of gene B expression changes so that the former
stable fixed(1, 0) point exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation, to move to another
fixed point (0,1). Hence, the mutational change in the network leads to a
bifurcation. As seen in Figure 12, this bifurcation through the evolutionary
process agrees with that observed during development.
After examining hundreds of numerical evolution simulations, the results
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were summarized as follows: Development : slow change during expression
works as a bifurcation parameter, and bifurcation in the expression dynamics
generates a novel state, which gives rise to an epoch. Evolution: search for
mutation resulting in relevant change to a new state. Epoch in evolution is
also generated by the same bifurcation. In this way, evo-devo correspondence
is achieved through bifurcation.
Violation of Evo-Devo correspondence
Although evo-devo correspondence was frequently observed and was dis-
cussed as a natural outcome of the combination of network motifs for de-
velopment, small, but non-negligible portions of the simulation runs exhib-
ited deviation from this evo-devo correspondence. An example of such an
exception is presented in Figure 13A (See also Supporting Figures S4 and S5
for additional examples). In this example, the developmental and evolution-
ary diagrams differ distinctly, not only in the timing of the formation of the
second and third upper stripes, but also in the topology in their branching.
During the course of evolution, there is a drastic change in the final pattern,
at approximately 1272-1273 generations. Here, only a single mutation oc-
curred in a GRN (addition of a single path). In this example, the feedback
oscillation of gene 5 was responsible for the output gene expression, in partic-
ular for the second and third stripes, while the expression of gene 6, which lies
upstream of gene 5, acted as a boundary for the feedback oscillation, which
also contributed to the expression of the output gene. In Figure 13B, the
gene expression dynamics of the selected genes 5 and 6, as well as the output
gene, are displayed for generations before and after this mutation, in the left
and right rows, respectively. Here, the mutation occurred upstream of gene
6, and reduced the range in which the gene was expressed, accordingly. The
expression around sites 60-70 was subsequently suppressed, allowing for the
formation of an additional stripe near site 70, while at lower sites (around
site 60) the expression level continued to oscillate, forming a stripe much
later. Hence the temporal ordering of the formation of the second (near site
80) stripe, and that of the third (near site 70) stripe was reversed by this
mutation. Indeed, before the mutation, the third and fourth stripes were
generated together (while the second stripe did not exist), and after this mu-
tation, the second and fourth stripes were generated together, and the third
stripe was shaped later. Thus, the ordering and topological branchings of
stripes were altered by the mutation, which led to a violation of the evo-devo
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correspondence.
To summarize, the violation of the correspondence was due to an up-
stream expression change resulting from mutation, which caused a change
in the boundary condition for the feedback oscillation of the downstream
expression gene. We have studied several other examples that showed a vi-
olation of evo-devo correspondence, and confirmed that differences in the
topology in stripe branchings between development and evolution is caused
by mutation upstream of the feedforward mechanism acting as a boundary




The potential relationship between phenotypic dynamics to shape pheno-
types and evolution in genotypes has been the focus of the evo-devo field,
since the time when genetic assimilation was first proposed by Waddington
(Waddington, ’72). The relationship has been investigated in RNA evolution
(Ancel and Fontana, 2000) and gene expression dynamics (Ciliberti et al.,
2007; Kaneko, 2007), as also summarized in recent reviews (Wagner, 2005;
Kaneko, 2006; Soyer, 2012). Still, studies to establish relationships between
multicellular pattern formation dynamics and evolutionary processes that
shape the pattern remain premature both in theory and experimentally.
Here, we carried out extensive simulations to evolve gene regulatory net-
works subject to fitness requirements, in order to generate a predefined target
pattern for the expression of a given output gene. The main results of the
present paper are summarized as follows:
1: Epochs of development as bifurcation:
The developmental course of the expressions of the output gene, after evolu-
tion, consisted of a few epochs characterized by rapid temporal change in gene
expression and a quasi-stationary regime with slow temporal change between
the epochs. The slow quasi-stationary regime is due to expression levels of
some genes that vary slowly over time, while the rapid drastic change is due
to a bifurcation in the expression dynamics. The slowly varying expressions
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emerge as a result of evolution, and they work as bifurcation parameters to
control the fast change in the expression of the output gene.
2: Punctuated equilibrium in the evolution of morphology as bi-
furcation:
Likewise, the evolutionary course of expression dynamics consists of a few
epochs with a drastic change, and a quasi-stationary regime between the
epochs. The drastic change is again represented by a bifurcation, which is
caused by mutations in the gene regulation network.
3. Evo-devo congruence through common bifurcations:
In most cases, we observed good correspondence between development and
evolution, with regard to spatiotemporal dynamics from a uniform state to
a target pattern. We observed good agreement between development and
evolution when evaluating epoch changes from one pattern to another, as
well as the ordering of epochs. Indeed, the same bifurcations occurred for
both, and thus the evo-devo congruence was due to the common bifurcation
at each epoch.
4. The combination of feedforward and feedback gene regulation
networks to support developmental epochs:
The combination of feedforward and feedback modules in gene regulation
networks provides successive bifurcations at epochs. The upstream feedfor-
ward network converted the external gradient of the maternal factor into an
output pattern, while the feedback loop converted the temporal oscillation of
gene expression into a spatial stripe, under a given boundary condition pro-
vided by the feedforward expression dynamics. The evo-devo correspondence
was preserved as long as the upstream feedforward network was maintained.
5. Violation of evo-devo correspondence through modification of
upstream feedforward regulation under downstream feedback mech-
anism:
In rare examples of our simulated runs, we observed violations of evo-devo
congruence. These violations were always associated with a structure of the
upstream feedforward network and a downstream feedback loop, in which
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modification of the upstream feedforward network changed the boundary
condition of the downstream feedback.
This then raised questions as to why the sequential feedforward net-
work was excluded therein, and whether the violation always involved the
feedforward-feedback combination. The feedforward mechanism reads the
morphogen gradient of a maternal factor, so that the feedforward-feedforward
process transfers spatial information of the maternal gradient sequentially,
from upstream to downstream. The flow of spatial information was unidi-
rectional, so that the downstream genes could not generate new stripes on
their own. Since each stripe location was defined by the expression of the
upstream genes, the downstream genes could not translate their stripe loca-
tion in parallel. For the violation of evo-devo congruence to occur without
the loss of fitness, two mutations, one to delete a stripe and one to add a
stripe, had to occur at the same time, otherwise, downstream stripe forma-
tion would be damaged, and fitness would decrease. As two such simultane-
ous mutations are less probable, the violation of evo-devo congruence under
feedforward-feedforward network rarely occurred. Conversely, in the case of
the feedforward-feedback network, the downstream feedback loop maintained
the stripe formation mechanism, and the upstream changes affected only the
boundary condition. Hence, as a result of a single mutation, the stripe po-
sition could be shifted without destroying it. In this instance, only a single
mutation was needed, which is why the violation of evo-devo congruence we
observed was always in association with the feedforward-feedback network
rather than through a sequential feedforward network.
Relevance of our results to developmental and evolutionary biology
Now we discuss the relevance of our results to evolution and development of
biological patterns, corresponding to the points noted above.
(1) Note that the developmental process evolved in our simulation involved
slow change in concentrations of some chemical controlling the dynamics.
Slow gradual changes in the concentrations of several chemicals are known
to play an important role in the developmental process, which may involve
some signal molecules, hormones, and morphogens (Carroll et al., 2009). The
developmental process is generally believed to consist of successive stages,
each of which involves time spans with slow gradual change, and epochs in-
volving drastic change leading to the next stage. Novel dynamical processes
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are necessary for such epochal changes(Carroll et al., 2009). This empirical
facts in development are consistent with our observations, while our bifurca-
tion scheme provided an interpretation for commonly observed developmental
stages. Because processes that generate such drastic changes are not fully
understood so far in developmental biology, it will be relevant to analyze such
changes in terms of dynamical systems, in particular, by bifurcation against
slow change in some concentration of chemicals.
(2) The existence of a quasi-stationary regime and rapid change are often dis-
cussed in evolution in terms of punctuated equilibrium (Eldredge and Gould, ’72).
Indeed morphological changes observed through fossil data have suggested
these temporal modes throughout the course of evolution. Our results suggest
that such temporal modes can be explained as bifurcation. Indeed, research
has suggested that novel developmental events are acquired in evolution as
a result of bifurcations (i.e., evolution as bifurcation)(Franc¸ois and Siggia,
2012; Jaeger et al., 2012).
From fossil data it is difficult to confirm our theoretical consequence that
the acquisition of morphological novelty in evolution is achieved by bifur-
cation in developmental dynamics. Alternatively, we expect that a novel
morphological pattern may be achieved by imposing suitable changes in
gene expression dynamics that might correspond to evolutionary change.
For example, by introducing a hormone and over-expressing a single gene,
Freitas et al succeeded in inducing fin distal expansion and fin fold reduc-
tion in zebrafish, which conceivably represented a prototype of vertebrate
appendages(Freitas et al., 2012). The induced epigenetic change leads to a
novel gene expression pattern, thereby generating a stripe pattern. This may
correspond to bifurcation of a spatial pattern due to genetic change of ex-
pression dynamics in our study.
(3) In our study, correspondence between evolution and development is
achieved through common bifurcations. It is difficult to check this corre-
spondence directly from experimental data since the morphology is not easily
traced through an evolutionary course, while the comparison of phylogeny
and ontogeny usually involves examination of the morphology only of present
organisms that have diverged from common ancestral species(See Figure 1).
Hence, it is not possible to directly confirm our evo-devo correspondence.
However, if the morphological novelty is a result of bifurcation, different novel
morphologies are expected to be diverged from a common ancestral pattern,
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through different bifurcations. This viewpoint is consistent with von Baer’s
third law of embryology, which claims that a common basic morphological
feature of the group emerges in advance of special features for each species. If
we assume that ancestral features are basic for the group, our result suggests
that von Baer’s third law is due to morphological constraint and bifurcation
of developmental processes induced by genetic change.
Currently, a popular topic in the evo-devo field is to examine the exis-
tence of phylotypic stages and the validity of the developmental hourglass
(Hazkani-Covo et al., 2005). Several recent studies have investigated these
topics for different species including Drosophila (Kalinka et al., 2010), verte-
brates (Irie and Kuratani, 2011), plants(Quint et al., 2012), Caenorhabditis
(Quint et al., 2012) and the soft-shell turtles (Wang et al., 2013). As pre-
viously mentioned, our study was unable to provide direct evidence to sup-
port the developmental hourglass, since it was not intended for species-wide
comparison but for a single chain in the phylogeny to unveil the basic mech-
anism for the evo-devo congruence. Also, all individuals in our model were
subject to the same initial conditions, with suppressed expression of genes
under the same external morphogen gradient, which could not adequately
mimic the conditions that would be observed for real multicellular organisms
(Sander and Schmidt-Ott, 2004). Despite these deficiencies, the results of
this study may have relevance to species-wide comparison also. Our results
suggest that evolutionary branching from common ancestral pattern to gen-
erate diverse morphological patterns occurs through bifurcation in dynamical
systems from common ancestral pattern. Diversification from the bottleneck
in evolution and development can be understood accordingly, which may give
a basis for the hourglass model.
(4) The importance of feedforward and feedback regulations in develop-
ment has now gained more extensive recognition. The relevance of the suc-
cessive combination of feedforward networks has been recognized in long-
germ segmentation processes in Drosophila, together with theoretical anal-
yses (von Dassow et al., 2000; Jaeger et al., 2004; Ishihara et al., 2005). On
the other hand, the relevance of a feedback loop to form temporal oscilla-
tions has been revealed for several decades (Goodwin, ’63; Chance et al., ’67;
Cooke and Zeeman, ’76; Horikawa et al., 2006; Masamizu et al., 2006). In
vertebrates, Pourquie´ discovered that somite genesis is achieved by mapping
this temporal oscillation to a spatial stripe formation, where a wavefront
model is applicable (Pourquie´, 2003). Our mechanism to fix the temporal
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oscillation to the spatial pattern is similar to the wavefront model, but has
some differences. In the wavefront model, a combination of the morphogen
gradient, size growth, and oscillatory dynamics forms the stripe pattern,
while, in our case, a combination of cell-to-cell interaction with diffusion and
oscillation leads to stripe formation under the boundary conditions provided
by upstream feedforward gene regulation. This distinction will be experimen-
tally verifiable by determining whether the cell-to-cell interaction is essential
to stripe formation.
Here we also demonstrated the importance of the feedforward-feedback
combination, to read external morphogen information leading to robust stripe
formation in a bounded domain, where the boundary condition to determine
the domain is supported by the upstream feedforward network. Complex
gene regulatory networks in the present organisms often include a combina-
tion of feedforward-feedback networks (Carroll et al., 2009), although their
functional roles have not been fully uncovered. It will be important to eluci-
date the role of the feedforward network as a boundary-maker and the role
of the feedback loop in robust patterning, as suggested here.
(5) Experimental confirmation of the violation of evo-devo congruence through
modification of the upstream feedforward network, with a conserved down-
stream feedback loop, is expected to be difficult, considering limitations
in available evolutionary data. Therefore, we propose to examine whether
morphological novelty arises as a result of modification of upstream feedfor-
ward regulation under feedback regulation. While direct examination of our
feedforward-feedback hypothesis from the data is difficult, it is possible to
evaluate the hypothesis by externally destroying the upstream feedforward
network while retaining the feedback loop.
Future Issues
The present study is an initial step towards resolving the larger issue of evo-
devo correspondence. Even within the present model, a number of issues
remain to be clarified, as follows:
(i) Even though we have confirmed that our result is independent of the de-
tails in the model, such as the cell number, gene number, model parameters,
and the form of the external morphogen profile, further study is necessary to
confirm the universal applicability of our results.
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(ii) In the gene expression dynamics after the evolution, we found that there
always exists a slowly varying gene expression level that works as a control
parameter. Thus far, we have not uncovered the conditions responsible for
the emergence of this slower mode, which controls other expressions that are
relevant to fitness. By modifying coupling with this slower mode, the output
behavior that it controls is more readily altered, so that evolution can be
facilitated. Therefore, the emergence of slowly varying expression(s) may be
evolutionary advantageous. It is important to investigate the generality of
the emergence of this slow variable.
(iii)We have not observed the classic Turing mechanism (Turing, ’52) in the
developmental process by evolved networks. Under the influence of a mor-
phogen gradient, it may be natural to use the maternal information effectively
with respect to evolution. It is then an open question whether without the
external information (but by imposing the boundary condition instead), the
Turing-pattern mechanism can evolve dominantly.
(iv)How do evolutionary reachability of the target and complexity in the
developmental process depend on the predefined target pattern? It may be
expected that as the target pattern is more complex, it takes more time
to evolve GRN to produce such patterns, and development involves more
epochs, but is there a way to quantitatively characterize such complexity?
(v) We have explained evolution-development congruence in terms of the
correspondence of epochs, but it is not clear whether quantitative congru-
ence exists beyond this level. For example, does the time span for the quasi-
stationary regime between two epochs correlate between development and
evolution? In other words, if the evolutionary search time to generate a rel-
evant mutation for the next epoch is longer, then, is the quasi-stationary
regime before the epoch also longer in development? Our preliminary results
suggest that this correlation exists for cases where small ∆ values are ob-
served, while further analysis is required to clarify the conditions and mech-
anisms for such congruence.
(vi)Extension of our model for higher spatial dimensions, introduction of size
(cell number) growth through development, and inclusion of recombination
in a genetic algorithm will be important in future studies. Furthermore, it is
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important to note that real morphogenesis in multi-cellular organisms is far
more complex than these models, and is not necessarily governed only by the
reaction-diffusion mechanism. Cell rearrangement under mechanical stress
could also play an important role, and inclusion of development mechanisms
will be important. Still, we also note that previous research has indicated
that macroscopically represented, stress-induced pattern formation can also
be represented by equations of the reaction-diffusion type (Murray, 2002).
Hence, the present conclusions on evo-devo congruence through bifurcations
may be applicable beyond development based on a reaction-diffusion system.
(vii)Last but not least, the implications of our single-chain-phylogeny study
on species-wide comparison have to be explored. For example, by adding
population division and speciation process with imposing different target
pattern to the model, species-wide extension will be available. That future
study will be important not only for the validation of our results, but also for
further understanding of evo-devo relationship in species-wide comparison.
Concluding remark
In contrast to recent advances in experiments aimed towards analyzing the
evo-devo relationship at a quantitative level, theoretical studies based on
dynamical systems and statistical physics are still in their infancy. While we
acknowledge that our current model may be oversimplified, we hope that the
present work can act as a springboard to launch future cooperative efforts in
the field of evo-devo between theories and experiments.
Methods
Gene Regulation Network(GRN) model for pattern formation
A cell’s state is represented by the expression levels of k genes/proteins,
xi(l, t), involving the protein expression levels of the i-th gene in the l-th
cell at time t, representing N genes (i = 1, ., N) and M cells, aligned in a
one-dimensional space. A protein expressed from each gene either activates,
inhibits, or does not influence, the expression of other genes, in addition
to itself. For simplicity, we assumed that the change in the i-th protein
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expression level is given by the equation:
∂xi(l, t)
∂t





F (i, l, t) = f(
∑
j
Ji,jxj(l, t)− θi) (2)
where the term −xi(l, t) in (1) provides a measure of the degradation of
the i-th protein with γi as its rate (Glass and Kauffman, ’73; Mjolesness et al., ’91;
Salazar-ciudad et al., 2001; Salazar-Ciudadet al., 2001). The expression level
is scaled so that the maximum level is unity. The function f(x) is similar
to a step function, where the function approaches 1 as x is increased to a
positive side, and approaches 0 as xi(l, t) is decreased to a negative side: In
other words, if the term
∑
j Ji,jxj(l, t) is sufficiently larger than the threshold
θi, then F (i, l, t) ∼ 1, which indicates that the gene is fully expressed, and if
it is smaller than the θi, then F (i, l, t) ∼ 0, which indicates that the gene ex-
pression is suppressed. Here, we chose, f(x) = 1/(1 + e−βx), where β, which
was set to 40, denoting the sensitivity of the expression at the threshold.
Roughly speaking, it is proportional to the Hill coefficient.
The gene regulation network was introduced to our model based on work
reported in earlier studies. In Figure 2, each node of the network represents a
gene, and the edge of the network represents the interaction between genes,
given by N×N matrix J = {Ji,j}: where Ji,j is 1, if gene j activates the
expression of the gene i, −1 if it suppresses the expression, and 0 if there is
no connection. All cells have an identical regulatory network, with the same
parameter values, which are determined by genetic sequence in the genome.
Finally, the last term in Eq. (1) shows the diffusion of a protein, between
neighboring cells, with Di as the diffusion constant. For the majority of the
simulations described here, we set M = 96, and N = 16, while preliminary
simulations adopting larger values for these did not alter the conclusion in
the present paper.
Initial/boundary condition
As an initial condition, the expression levels of all genes were set to 0. Fur-
thermore, external morphogens, which are denoted as the proteins 0 and
1, are supplied externally. Fixed linear morphogens are induced from both
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sides for cellular use, so that x0(l, t) = x0(l) = (M − l)/M and x1(l, t) =
x1(l) = l/M . We also evaluated a case involving a gradient with an ex-
ponential dependence in space, as Cexp(−l/ξ), but this condition did not
alter the conclusions presented in this study. Discrete Neumann boundary
conditions were adopted at both ends for this study, i.e., x(1) = x(2) and
x(M) = x(M − 1).
Definition of fitness
To study the evolution of morphogenesis, we imposed a fitness condition to
generate a given specific target pattern, for the expression of a given output
gene. By setting a target pattern as T (l), the fitness fi was defined as the
sum of the distance between this target pattern and output gene expression




1− |T (l)− xoutput(l))| (3)
where l is a cellular index. From the equation, the smaller the distance, the
higher the fitness. Here the output gene pattern was defined after a given
transient time, which was chosen to be large enough to reach a stationary
pattern. For each genotype (i.e., GRN and a set of parameter values), the
fitness was thus computed, after simulating each set of pattern dynamics.
For this analysis, we chose 100 individuals with different genotypes. Among
these individuals, those who had higher fitness values were preferred to be
selected for the next generation. Selection of the individual i with a fitness






The denominator summation of index k is aimed for all individuals in the
population.
To generate the offspring, each genotype was slightly modified. A path
in GRN was added, eliminated, or its sign was flipped with the probability
1/N2. Also, the parameter values γi, Di, θi were modified by adding a






restricting these values to the set [0,1]. We set σ = 0.01.
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extracting working network
Although the GRN is uniform for each cell in an individual, working gene
expression dynamics differ from cell to cell. Additionally, the expression level
of most genes changes discretely between epochs, indicating that the regu-
lation of the output gene is different between epochs. Thus, it is difficult to
describe gene expression regulation in one cell for a given epoch, because the
whole GRN has too many edges, which may work for other cells during other
epochs. To identify which regulations are essential at a certain location and
time, we extracted part of the GRN that works at a certain location during
a certain period by adopting the following systematic method.
1. We fixed a cell to analyze and trace the dynamics of the input to the
output gene in that cell. The developmental time was divided into epochs
by checking the changes in the input to the target, which are responsible for
the epoch. In practice, we defined the time span during which the input goes
out of the range [−2/β : 2/β], which is the dynamic range for the reaction
term in the reaction diffusion equation (see equation (1) and (2)). Epochs
are defined as the time span.
2. Fix the epoch to analyze and trace the dynamics of other genes during
the epoch. If a gene is not expressed at all throughout the period, the reg-
ulation from and to the gene does not work. Hence, both input and output
edges to such genes are eliminated.
3. Even if a gene is expressed for a certain time during the period, it does
not necessarily mean that paths connecting to the gene are essential for the
dynamics of the output genes expression. To check this point, we examine
gene j’s expression as the input of another gene i with Jij 6= 0. We then,
checked whether changes in gene j’s expression contributed to the expression
of the gene i as an input, while the latter’s change stayed within the dynamic
range [−2/β : 2/β]. If this contribution, defined below, was larger than a
certain threshold value, then the edge j → i is assumed to work. Otherwise
the edge was eliminated.
The specific procedure is as follows: Consider an edge j → i. For a given

















Jik∆xk(t) is the net input change of gene i. The threshold was
0.01. Delete all the edges j → i that do not satisfy the above condition.
4. Last, delete all the edges on genes that did not have a route from
morphogens or to the output gene.
overlap ratio












θ(A,B, i, j) =
{
1 if ai,j = bi,j
0 else
, φ(A, i, j) =
{
0 if ai,j = 0
1 else
The numerator is the number of common edges between the two networks,
while the denominator is the size of the smaller network. The overlap is 1
when a smaller network is completely included in the larger network and is
0 when the two networks do not have common edges.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Schematic representation of single-chain-phylogeny
and comparison across species in phylogenic tree
Schematic representation of the comparisons along single-chain
phylogeny and across species. In the phylogenic tree shown here,
the currently existing species represented by the right-end circles,
are diverted from a common ancestor. Branching from a com-
mon ancestor leads to establishment of some new species, while
some are terminated by extinction. The comparison of develop-
mental processes across species is made over the existing species.
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On the other hand, a single phylogenic chain, which we focused
in this study, is given as the line from the common ancestor to
the offspring in concern. From the species in concern, ancestors
are uniquely traced back. The comparison of developmental pro-
cesses along this chain is possible at least in theory or simulations,
which provides fundamental information on possible relationship
between development and evolution.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of simulation proce-
dure.
(A): There are 100 individuals in a pool for each generation.
Each individual consists of 96 uniform cells, which share a com-
mon GRN, while the GRN differs slightly between individuals.
(B): Each individual develops from the same initial state in which
genes are not expressed(i.e., with x ∼ 0) except for genes receiv-
ing the maternal gradient. Over time, individuals develop into
stable states. Colors of cells indicate the expression level of the
output genes; yellow is high, gray is low. After reaching a stable
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state, the expression pattern of the output gene was compared
with the predefined target pattern. The fitness level was then
elevated as the stable expression of the output gene approached
the target pattern (see Methods for detail).
(C): After the fitness of every individual was calculated, the pop-
ulation for the next generation was created. Each individual was
selected as a mother with a probability proportional to its fitness.
In the figure, the degree of red color indicates the fitness.
(D): The GRN of a daughter is slightly different from the mother’s,
with a given mutation rate. The mutation involves deletion or
addition of paths in the mother’s GRN, and a change in char-
acteristic parameters in expression dynamics and the diffusion
constant (see Methods for details).
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Figure 3. An example of space-time diagram of evolution
and development.
(A): The expression level of the output gene is shown with de-
velopmental time as the horizontal axis and cell index (spatial
position) as the vertical axis. The expression level of the output
gene of the corresponding cell at a given time is color coded, (side
bar) with black indicating the lowest and yellow indicating the
highest expression levels. Development consists of a few epochs
with rapid changes in the pattern, separated by quasi-stationary
regimes with little change in the pattern, until the target pattern
is shaped by development.
(B): The spacetime diagram of the evolutionary course, corre-
sponding to (A). The expression level of the final output gene (at
time=2000) is shown with evolutionary generation as the horizon-
tal axis and cell index (spatial position) as the vertical axis. This
figure shows how the pattern is acquired through evolution. At
each generation, the final pattern of the direct ancestor of the next
generation is shown. The evolution of the developed output pat-
tern consists of quasi-static regimes sandwiched by epochs with
rapid change resulting from mutation, until the target pattern is
evolved.
(C): The predefined target pattern adopted in the present simu-
lation.
(D): Space-time diagram of the developmental process for several
generations in (B). Each figure shows the development of the an-
cestral expression pattern at each generation, 0(D1), 300(D2),
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750(D3), and 2000(D4). For reference, these generations are each
marked by a red triangle at the top or bottom in (B).
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Figure 4. Four additional examples of evo-devo congru-
ence.
(A)-(D): Each row shows space-time diagrams of evolution and
development, in the same way as Figure 3, although the target
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patterns are different. See supplemental information for addi-
tional examples.
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Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of the degree of evo-devo
congruence.
(A): Schematic diagram illustrating quantitative analysis of the
similarity between evolution and development. The differences
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between development and evolution were computed by subtract-
ing expression levels at each pixel. By taking the absolute value
of difference, and averaging the space-time pixels, the average dif-
ference was computed . To avoid over-estimating similarity, the
region before the emergence of the first stripe and after the final
pattern was ignored for both development and evolution. For ex-
ample, the gray-masked region of the development and evolution
figures does not include data for the calculation. If one stripe is
completely shifted in time, is approximately 8%.
(B): Histogram of the distribution of the ∆ values. The abscissa
is the ∆ value computed via the procedure described in (A). The
ordinate is the frequency of touch ∆ values determined by bin
size 2 . Distribution was obtained from 500 runs with different
target patterns.
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Figure 6. An example of developmental dynamics with
several epochs for a single cell.
(A): Developmental space-time diagram of the output expression
level. The developmental time up to 1200 in Figure 3 is zoomed,
in order to clearly distinguish epochs. There are four epochs as-
sociated with one cell, marked by crossing of the red lines.
(B): Gene expression dynamics at the cell highlighted by red
horizontal line in (A). The time series of the expression level is
plotted where the line color corresponds to that of network node
in (C), which representing each gene. Most genes change their
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expression level within each epoch, except for the gene S repre-
sented by the blue line.
(C): The working networks that function to switch the output ex-
pression at each epoch. These networks are derived from analyses
on gene expression dynamics(see method). Arrow edges indicate
positive regulation while the headed edges indicate negative reg-
ulation.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the time scale for the input for
the output and other genes
By taking genes whose expression level change between on and
off for each developmental epoch, the time scales are computed
as the time span that the input for the gene passes through the
dynamic range during each development. The red square gives
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the time span for the input of the output gene, and the blue tri-
angle(green circle) denotes the average (the largest) of the time
span among the genes that have a path to the output gene, re-
spectively. The time spans are computed from the average of 500
samples of evolution simulations.
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Figure 8. Feedback oscillation and its fixation.
(A)Without boundary: Minimal network for oscillatory ex-
pression with the time series of the expression for a specific cell.
Gene A activates the expression of gene B and itself, and gene
B suppresses A. In the plotted time series, developmental time is
plotted as the abscissa, and the expression levels of A (red) and
B (blue) are plotted as the ordinate.
(B)With a boundary: The input from gene M, which was in-
fluenced by the maternal factor, was included in the oscillatory
network. The space-time diagram of genes M, A, and B illustrate
how oscillatory expressions of gene A and gene B were fixed to
form stripes. Gene M was expressed near the boundary.
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Figure 9. Example of evo-devo congruence with network
structures
(A): An example of a core part of the GRN at the 2000th gen-
eration, evolved to achieve the target pattern. From the mater-
nal factors, the feedforward networks is surrounded by magenta,
while the network module for feedback oscillation, consisting of
genes 12 and 15, is surrounded by blue. Here, genes and paths
that are not essential to the output pattern formation were elim-
inated.
(B,C):Space-time diagrams of the output gene expression for de-
velopment (B) and evolution (C) or the GRN are displayed to-
gether to show the degree of similarity between them. The verti-
cal axis denotes the space (cell index), and the horizontal axis de-
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notes either evolutionary generation (evolution) or developmental
time (development). For this example, the ∆ value is 8.0%.
(D): An example of the core part of the GRN at the 10th genera-
tion (i.e., very early generation) and the corresponding space-time
expression diagrams of the output.
(E). Feedforward structure of the GRN is evolved at this early
stage of evolution. The vertical axis of the phase diagram denotes
the space (cell index), and the horizontal axis denotes develop-
mental time. This expression is observed at a very early stage of
development in (B), at approximately the 10th generation.
(F): The network structure at the 88th generation. Through
evolution, feedforward structures are sequentially acquired in the
downstream region of the core part of the GRN.
(G): Developmental space-time diagram of the expression of the
output gene for the network F. This expression profile provides
the top and bottom stripes in (B).
(H): Developmental space-time diagram of the output expression
of the 2000th generation where the feedback oscillation module
is eliminated. Without feedback, only part of (B) is generated.
(I):Developmental space-time diagram of the expression of gene
12, one of the feedback modules in (A), which produces a spa-
tially homogeneous and temporally periodic oscillation if constant
activation is applied by gene 3. The combination of this feedback
oscillation and the boundary condition provided by gene 12 shown
here produces the three internal stripes in (B).
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Figure 10. Feedforward ratio
(a):The red circle denotes the fraction of working networks that
do not include a feedback loop, plotted as a function of evolutional
epoch. The fraction is computed from 500 samples of evolution
simulations. For reference, the probability estimated from the
value at the first epoch only as a result of the increase in the
network size is plotted as the blue square, while the triangle de-
noted such probability computed from 2× 106 random networks
of the corresponding size, generated only under the constraint
that there are paths from the morphogens, and to the target.The
average size of the network computed from the simulation is also
plotted as cross with the second vertical axis.
(b):Ratio of the feedforward network as a function of each devel-
opmental epoch, computed in the same manner as (a) and the
same use of symbols.
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Figure 11. Network overlap
(A)The overlap of the working network at each epoch with its
ancestral network. The overlap of the 1st(©), the 2nd(△) and
the 3rd() epochs with the offspring network at later epochs are
plotted. See method for the definition of the overlap, which is
computed as a statistical average from 500 samples of evolution.
Dashed line is the average overlap between randomly generated
network and the same network that underwent 2000 sttif of ran-
dom mutations.
(B)The overlap of the working networks at the 1st(©), the 2nd(△),
the 3rd() and the 4th(×) developmental epoch with the an-
cestral networks at each evolutional epoch represented by the
abscissa. Dashed line is the average overlap between randomly
generated network and the same network that unnderwent 2000
sttif of random mutations.
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Figure 12. Evolution and development as bifurcation.
The network structure where the expression level of gene S changes
slowly (left). Phase space diagrams plotting the expression levels
of gene A (horizontal access) and gene B (vertical access). The
blue line represents the nullcline of gene A, and the red line rep-
resents the nullcline of gene B (right). The green circle denotes
the final stable cell state from the initial conditions in each of the
diagrams. Development(left column): Expression level of the
slow variable works as a bifurcation parameter. While the expres-
sion of gene S is lower than the threshold of gene A, the stable
fixed point can be found at approximately (xA ∼ 0,xB ∼ 1)(upper
left). As development progresses, the expression level of gene S
increases, and after the expression of gene 1 exceeds the threshold
of gene A, the nullcline of gene A shifts slightly to the right, indi-
cating a higher value (lower left). Gene A inhibits the expression
of gene B, so that the fixed point is changed to (xA ∼1,xB ∼ 0).
Evolution(right column): Phase diagram representing the ex-
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pression levels of gene A (horizontal axis) and gene B (verti-
cal axis). The blue line represents the nullcline of gene A and
the red line represents the nullcline of gene B. The activation
strength from gene A to gene B is regarded as a continuous value
here. If the activation strength is low, the expression level of
gene 1 is low, so that the stable fixed point is observed at ap-
proximately (xA ∼ 0, xB ∼ 1)(upper right). When the strength
is sufficiently large, the expression level of gene 1 assumes a
higher value so that the fixed point is observed at approximately
(xA ∼ 1, xB ∼ 1)(lower right). Note that by comparing these
two columns, a strong correspondence is observed in bifurcation
between evolution and development.
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Figure 13. Violation of evo-devo congruence.
(A): Evolution: The expression level of the final output gene
(at time=2000) is shown with the generation (horizontal axis)
and cell index (vertical axis). The color scale is presented as a
side bar, as in Figure 3B. According to the figure, the second up-
per stripe is acquired at the most recent stage of evolution, and
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the first, third and fourth upper stripes branch from the same
root, so that the second stripe emerges from the first upper val-
ley.
Development: Space-time diagram of the expression with de-
velopmental time (horizontal axis) and cell index (vertical axis).
The third upper stripe emerges at the most recent stage of de-
velopment. Unlike evolution, the first, second and fourth upper
stripes branch from the same root, and the third stripe emerges
from the second upper valley. Here, evo-devo congruence is topo-
logically violated.
(B): Developmental diagrams plotted for generations 1272 and
1273. These genes show drastic change in their expression be-
tween the two generations. Gene 6 provides a feedforward regu-
lation to the output, and inhibits the expression of gene 5, which
is a component of the feedback loop to generate oscillatory ex-
pression. A mutation, which adds a path to gene 6, occurs be-
tween the two generations, which inhibits the expression of gene
6. Through this mutation, the expression of gene 6 is suppressed,
thus shrinking the resulting stripe, and producing an additional
stripe for gene 5. With this change, the ordering of the expression
of the output gene is altered.
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Supplementary Material
Figure S1. Space-time diagrams of evolution, develop-
ment and differences between the two.
(A)-(H) Eight additional space-time comparisons between evolu-
tion and development. Each consists of a space-time diagram of
development, evolution, preset target pattern and difference be-
tween evolution and development. Space-time diagrams of evo-
lution and development and their target pattern are plotted in
the same way as in Figs.3 and 4. Calculated values of the dif-
ference ∆ are shown below the diagram. For A-D, the evolution
and development corresponded well, while a clear violation was
observed for H.
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Figure S2 Detailed analysis on feedback oscillation.
(A): network structure for data presented in Figure 8.
(B): Phase diagram of the expression dynamics. Two nullclines
of gene expression cross at a single, unstable fixed point, and the
cell state will oscillate on a limited cycle. Green circles represent
the cell state at time step intervals of 5, within a single cycle. The
distance between two nullclines is shortest at the upper right and
lower left corners so that cell state changes are slower at these
corners.
(C): Time profile of the feedback oscillation for a specific cell.
The abscissa represents developmental time and the ordinate is
expression level. Gene A is plotted as a red line, while gene B
plotted as a Blue line.
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Figure S3 Temporal change of flow in the phase space
over cells.
The oscillation fixation mechanism is revealed through compari-
son of flow temporal changes in the phase space over cells. The
central cells of the first two stripes (cell indices 12 and 28) and
valleys (cell indices 4 and 20).
(1)t=0:
Both gene A and gene B assume a null value, and gene B is in-
hibited by gene M within the first 8 cells. With these two initial
conditions, flow in the phase space where cell index = 4 is dif-
ferent from other cells. At a stable fixed point therein, both the
expressions of gene A and gene B are low (i.e., a low-low state ).
This fixed point is the root of the first valley.
(2)t=80:
As development begins, expression of non-inhibited cells begin
to oscillate and move towards a state where both expressions of
gene A and gene B are high (i.e., a high-high state), while cells
of the first valley maintain the slow-low state. Thus, protein A
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diffuses from the first stripe to the first valley. Due to the incom-
ing diffusion of protein expression of gene A, at cell index 4, the
nullcline of gene A slides to the right, so that the expression of
gene A assumes a higher value. Correspondingly, at cell index 8,
the nullcline of gene A slides to the left, and crosses the nullcline
of gene B to create a fixed point.
(3)t=100:
The expression of cell index 4 is constrained to the newly formed
high-high fixed point. However, the expressions of cells at index
20 and 28 continued to oscillate.
(4)t=180:
Through the oscillation, cell index 20 approaches a low-low state
for the second time, and at this time, protein B at the first stripe
diffuses to the second valley. Thus, nullclines slide in the cells at
indices 12 and 20 to the left and right, respectively. The nullcline
of gene B then crosses, at a low-low state, in the cell at index 20.
(5)t=200:
The expression level at cell index 28 continued to oscillate while
that at cell index 20 was constrained at the newly formed low-
low state fixed point, similar to cell index 12 at t=80. Protein B
subsequently diffused from the cell index 28 to the second valley,
which resulted in the emergence of the second stripe. In this way
stripes were shaped from the oscillation.
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Text S1 Mathematical analysis of the slow variable
Here we considered the relaxation time around a fixed point. For simplic-
ity we considered the case with γi = 1, to demonstrate that the relaxation
time is longer even without the change in γ. The stability of the fixed point
was given by eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrixWij where the diagonal com-
ponent Wii is given by −1 and the off-diagonal component Wij is given by
Jijβexp(−βXi)/(1 + exp(−βXi))
2 where Xi =
∑
j Jij(xj − θj). If xj ’s are
close to 0 or 1, their deviation from θj is sufficiently larger than the detection
threshold 1/β, the off-diagonal elements are close to zero, and the eigenval-
ues are given by -1 (or -γi if it is not 1). When xj ’s takes on intermediate
values closer to θi, the off-diagonal elements assume larger values, and the
eigenvalues are shifted from -1, either upwards or downwards. Hence, some
exponents approach zero. As long as the real components of the eigenvalues
are negative, the fixed point remains stable, but the stability is weaker, with
the exponent closer to zero. This results in an increase in the timescale of
the relaxation, given by the inverse of the real component of the eigenvalue.
With this mechanism, the slowly changing variable is generated even without
small γi.
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Figure S4 Network analysis of the extra example of the
violation of evo-devo congruence 1.
In development, the third and fourth upper stripes stem from the
some root, while in evolution the top three stems originate from
the same root. This branching change occurs during generation
1549 where the second and third branches are clearly stabilized.
In this case, unlike the former examples, topological changes in
branching occur sequentially during three generations. A time-
space diagram of the output and gene 7 are presented in Figure
B. Gene 7 exhibits two stripes from generation 1549, which are
driven by a feedforward mechanism. Due to the boundary effect
of gene 7, the upper three stripes are generated in the output gene.
Then, during generation 1550, part of the feedforward mechanism
upstream of gene 7 is deactivated, which enhances the region ex-
pressed by the feedback oscillation mechanism. As a result, the
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upper four stripes that emerge share the same oscillation mecha-
nism.
At generation 1551, mutation occurs upstream of gene 7, so that
the morphogen comes to inhibit the remaining feedforward mech-
anism. Before the mutation, gene 7 exhibits weak temporal ex-
pression in cell sites 30-85. After the mutation, this temporal
expression is inhibited so that the expression region is restricted
to cell sites 60-85. Due to this change, the third and the fourth
upper stripes emerge faster than the first and second stripes, while
the third stripe, generated in advance of the first two, provided
a boundary to generate the second stripe.
To summarize, the upper 4 stripes were generated by the feedback
oscillation mechanism, but the change in the boundary condition
due to mutation in the upstream feedforward mechanism intro-
duced the branching combination.
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Figure S5 Network analysis of an additional example of
the violation of evo-devo congruence.
In evolution, the three central stripes are acquired nearly simul-
taneously, and two additional stripes are subsequently acquired
independently. However, in development, at the final evolved
generation, the 1st and 4th stripes were generated from the same
root at the same time, and subsequently the 2nd and 3rd stripes
were generated from a common root. These two branchings fol-
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low the oscillation-fixation mechanism. Only the bottom stripe
is generated independently. The developmental order of stripe
formation was acquired, between generations 1104 and 1105.
Genes that exhibited relevant change are displayed in Figure B.
The expression of an upstream gene (green in the GRN figure be-
low) and the downstream gene (red in the GRN figure) are plotted
at the upper and lower columns, respectively. In this example,
the feedforward mechanism worked only temporally, as shown in
the transient expressed before time step = 100 (Figure C). This
temporal expression region also corresponded to the region of
feedback oscillation. Due to the mutation, the spatial domain of
the transient expression was extended upward. Violation of evo-
devo congruence was therefore induced by this expansion of the
transient expression region.
